
 

 

      FROM TRUCK DRIVERS INJURED AT WORK 

 

DRIVER SLIPPED GETTING INTO TRUCK 

By all definitions Sam is a professional driver.  He is 55 years old and had been a driver since he turned 

21.  He has many more accident free miles under his belt than the average truck driver will see in his 

career, and several years ago won the state’s Truck Driving Championship.  Beyond that, he is the 

primary driver trainer for the company of 50 trucks and is a huge advocate and spokesman for safety 

both among fellow drivers and with those not even associated with the trucking industry.  However as 

Sam learned first-hand, no one is immune to a work-related injury.  

On June 2nd last year, Sam was traveling from Carlisle, PA to Springfield, MO when he stopped to refuel.  

After going inside and paying for his fuel, Sam returned to his truck; opened the door and started to 

climb into his cab.  But before Sam knew what happen he was on the ground with a pretty nasty cut on 

his chin.  Although Sam was using the grab-rails, he slipped and fell face-first into the top step. 

Another driver saw what had happed and grabbed some paper towels from the rack at the pumps and 

gave them to Sam to place over the cut to slow the bleeding.  Over the next 5 minutes, Sam was able to 

stop the bleeding and drive to the nearest hospital, where he received 12 stitches. 

REAL LIFE LESSON 

The typical driver may have simply chalked this up to dumb luck.  But as stated above, Sam was no 

ordinary driver.  He knew that if he analyzed that incident he might be able to understand why it 

happened.  After all, Sam had climbed in his truck thousands of times over the last 34 years, and never 

fallen.  Something went wrong and Sam was bound and determined find out what it was.  

He determined that there was not just one but three factors that combined to cause this incident.  First, 

as Sam was fueling his truck, he likely stepped in spilled diesel fuel residue, which made the sole of his 

shoe slick.  Second, Sam did not place the ball of his foot solidly on the anti-slip tread of the step. 

Instead, he rested the ball of his foot on the nose of the truck step, which had no anti-slip qualities. 

Third, although Sam was using the grab-rails, his grasp was so weak that he was unable to stop himself 

from falling when his foot slipped off of the step. 

Now when training drivers that are new to his company, Sam shares this unfortunate experience and 

tells drivers to expect there to be diesel fuel on the sole of their shoes every time they climb back into 

their truck at a truck stop.  Furthermore, he watches to make sure that they step flat onto the step 

tread, and cautions them to grip the grab-rails tightly. 


